
Paul Vos - Heaven in my hands 
 
Verse 1 
Now the winter is over 
I call you up, I’m hoping that you care   
Now the winter is over 
You can name the place I’ll meet you there 
 
Now the winter is over 
The coffee shop that overlooks the park 
Now the winter is over 
You know we can make it before dark 
 
Pre-Chorus 1: 
I’ll come for you, cry with you, laugh with you, burn for you  
Live in you, as time goes by so fast 
 
Chorus: 
(cause I got)   
Heaven in my hands 
Heaven in my hands 
 
Verse 2: 
Now the summer is over    
time together laying in the sun 
Now the summer is over 
Knowing that the best has yet to come 
 
Now the summer is over    
I can’t undo the message that I sent  
Now the summer is over  
Hoping that this day will never end  
 
Pre-Chorus 2: 
I’ll come for you, cry with you, laugh with you, burn for you  
Live in you, as time goes by so fast 
I comfort you, love with you, cry with you, care for you,   
What comes around goes around, don’t you know this thing is meant to last 
 
Chorus: 
(cause I got)   
Heaven in my hands 
Heaven in my hands 
Heaven in my hands 



Paul Vos - “Lost along the way”  
 
Verse 1: 
The road goes on for hours in the moment we shall be 
I stare into the distance, hope it lasts eternally 
   
If I'd say what I am feeling, would you go or would you stay 
Laughing eyes connecting, before we quickly turn away 
 
Pre-Chorus: 
Don’t want to reach our destination, afraid the magic will be lost 
please continue conversation, we’ll both pretend there’s nothing at all cost  
 
It was never in the screen play, this was not supposed to be 
the innocence of playing, now it turns out seriously 
 
Chorus: 
(lost along the way) 
we got lost along the way, now I don’t want to re-find it 
(lost along the way) 
I fear to break the spell, of this sweet unspoken silence  
(lost along the way) 
lost along the way, face the consequence of feeling 
(lost along the way)   
lost along the way, last moments that we’re stealing 
 
Verse 2: 
The storm ahead is clearing, the rain receding fast 
wash away that was, letting go what’s in the past 
 
safety in our small talk, no spoiling what could be 
in a state of the denial, time is running out on me 
 
Pre-Chorus: 
Don’t want to reach our destination, afraid the magic will be lost 
please continue conversation, we’ll both pretend there’s nothing at all cost  
 
It was never in the screen play, this was not supposed to be 
No more innocence of playing, now it turns out seriously 
 
Chorus: 
(lost along the way) 
we got lost along the way, now I don’t want to re-find it 
(lost along the way) 
in fear to break the spell, of this sweet unspoken silence  
(lost along the way) 
I am afraid to make a choice, face the consequence of feeling 
(lost along the way) 
that our time is running out, the last moments that we’re stealing 
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